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Abstract
The mining industry provides a rich context through which to engage the practical and ethical limits of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Recent debates in organizational ethics have drawn attention to institutional constraints which inhibit awareness raising and ethical practice within corporate settings. During the last decade, the mining industry has come under increasing pressure to improve its environmental, social and ethical performance. In an effort to respond to these more ethically-orientated external expectations, the mining industry has developed a range of internal regulatory mechanisms and process, which can be applied individually or in conjunction with other companies and organizations. This combination of internal and external drivers indicates a growing imperative for mining companies to ground CSR principles in their day-to-day operating practices. The challenge is to avoid organizational rules and procedures for CSR that lack depth and meaning and which fail to result in the wise and courageous use of personal agency. Instead mining companies must work to establish appropriate mechanisms that will see ethical norms adopted as organizational principles that guide, and result in, improved corporate conduct. Using the Aristotelean notion of “character formation”, the authors offer practical considerations for how this might occur in the mining industry.
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1. Introduction
The practical dimensions of applied ethics in technically-orientated organisations, such as mining, have received...
J. R. Owen, D. Kemp

scent attention by business scholars. In an article published in 2004, Myers makes a case for engaging the “mor-
al imagination” as an entry point into the complex ethical terrain of organizations. Drawing on the work of
Werhane [1], Myers describes “moral imagination” as requiring an, “…awareness of various dimensions of a
particular context as well as its operative framework and narratives…the ability to understand that context or set
of activities from a number of different perspectives, the actualizing of new possibilities that are not context-
dependent, and the instigation of the process of evaluating those possibilities from a moral point of view [2]”.

According to Werhane, many of the ethical mistakes made by employees and managers are due to a paucity of
moral imagination. For Myers and scholars of moral psychology [3], this imagination provides a framework for
developing more ethically aware organizations whereby scientists and engineers are encouraged to question the
broader context of their work and think beyond the technical aspects of individual projects. Following Werhane,
Myers [2] claims that a lack of imagination reflects an inability to break away from the confines of organiza-
tional culture, which can limit the ability of employees to think and act outside a predefined organizational
“script” [1]. By bringing “moral imagination” to the fore, Myers examines how corporate culture can foster
and/or constrain good character formation among individual employees. In doing so he takes a bottom-up pers-
pective recognizing that the actions of “in-the-trenches” employees are critical to the achievement of an ethical
organization [2]. Myers touches on the relationship between individual action and corporate character, but he
does not fully elaborate on how these factors interact conceptually or empirically. We argue the relationship
between individual action and corporate character is pivotal in understanding the key points of convergence be-
tween “best practice principles” or “global standards” for corporate social responsibility (CSR) and on-the-
ground corporate practice. This divergence has been noted by many observers of the sector. The role of “moral
imagination” in guiding and forming corporate character is at its most evident when viewed from this internal-
external nexus.

The emergence of global reporting and CSR performance standards in the mining industry provides an op-
portunity to explore the junctures and disjunctures between principle-based standards, organizational ethics and
field-based demands of project-level work [4]. During the last decade, the mining industry has come under in-
creasing pressure to improve its environmental, social and ethical performance. The changing tide of global
public opinion has seen many governments impose more stringent regulation for the permitting, operation and
closure of mines [5]. The financial sector has followed suit with stricter standards on lending and the establish-
ment social responsibility funds and indices. Non-government organizations, multi-lateral banks, international
think-tanks and representatives of the United Nations have also developed and released standards relating to
conflict management [6]-[8], human rights [9]-[11], resettlement [12], gender [13] [14] and community en-
gagement and development [15] [16] among others.

In an effort to respond to these more ethically-orientated external expectations, the mining industry has de-
vloped a range of internal regulatory mechanisms and process, which can be applied individually or in con-
junction with other companies and organizations [17]. They include industry-level processes and structures, such
as the suite of standards and guidance notes developed by the global mining industry’s peak body, the Interna-
tional Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) [18] [19] or internal company mechanisms for measuring and
monitoring the social and ethical performance of individual projects and operations, such as internal audits and
assessments conducted by corporate offices [4]. In the same vein, there are also third party certification schemes,
such as the International Standards Organization (ISO) 14001 (2004) for environment and the more recent
26000 Guidance on Social Responsibility (2010), the Responsible Jewelry Council’s scheme for responsible
diamonds, gold and platinum, and Social Accountability 8000 for labor and human rights. As with intra-firm ini-
tiatives, certification is achieved by companies voluntarily subjecting themselves to audit processes undertaken
by external or otherwise independent audit or assurance providers.

This combination of internal and external drivers indicates a growing imperative for mining companies to
ground CSR principles in their day-to-day operating practices. The challenge is to avoid organizational rules and
procedures for CSR that lack depth and meaning and which fail to result in the wise and courageous use of per-
sonal agency [20]. Instead mining companies must work to establish appropriate mechanisms that will see ethi-
cal norms adopted as organizational principles that guide, and result in, improved corporate conduct. Myer’s re-
sponse to the challenge of creating ethical organizations has been to invoke the “moral imagination” as a process
of reflection and deliberation. We offer practical considerations for how this might occur in mining and, in doing
so, challenging the proposition that this process should rely solely on external input from professional ethicists
or auditors, arguing instead that reflective processes should also become habitualized within the organization.
2. An Aristotelean View of Individual Character Formation

According to Aristotle “character formation” is a cumulative process in which “just” and “temperate” acts are progressively internalized through “habit”. In Book II of the *Nicomachean Ethics*, Aristotle outlines the relationship between “habit” and the development of “moral character”, “…moral virtue comes about as a result of habit... From this it is also plain that none of the moral virtues arises in us by nature; for nothing that exists by nature can form a habit contrary to its nature of all the things that come to us by nature we first acquire the potentiality and later exhibit the activity...but the virtues we get by first exercising them... we become just by doing just acts, temperate by doing temperate acts, brave by doing brave acts [21]”.

Following Aristotle’s suggestion that moral character development has the potential for wider collective application, “[t]his is confirmed by what happens in states; for legislators make the citizens good by forming habits in them”; we argue that the process of “character formation” as it applies to individuals is also relevant to corporate entities. However, before exploring this latter application as it relates to CSR in the mining industry, it is necessary to explore theoretically how the cumulative process might apply in individual cases. To do this, we invoke the technique of “imagining”, and ask the reader to consider the following hypothetical example:

A Senior Project Officer of a global mining company is posted to work in a country where the prevailing norm is to “grease the skids”. The officer sees herself as a person of integrity and high moral standing and assures both her friends, and herself, that she will not engage in bribe giving or bribe taking. After several months of working in-country, a situation arises where the officer is presented with the option of hastening the process on a piece of “delayed” paperwork. The paperwork refers to a corporate community development initiative that targets vulnerable people, and the monetary cost of expediting the project is unexpectedly low. The officer struggles with the decision but eventually reasons that progressing the project is of greater consequence than any personal value that she may hold. As an additional personal reassurance, the officer considers the bribe a “one-off” event, undertaken with good intentions, and as such something that doesn’t really damage her sense of “character”. The officer can still maintain, with integrity, that she is not a person that would engage in corruption. As the project builds momentum and the level of contacts with the government increases, the officer is increasingly frustrated by “hold ups” and “delays” around the approval of requests, and increasingly finds herself expediting processes with small, and seemingly inconsequential, payments. While the officer would still claim to be a person of integrity and good character, she could not longer claim, categorically, to be a person that would not engage in corruption.

In the Aristotelian view, character is formed through habituation, which sees certain actions and behavior become second nature. In the case of the Project Officer, if the pattern of corruptive action continued it would begin to form part of her character. Aristotle’s thesis is that people learn what is moral and good not by intuition or through purely intellectual endeavors, but by doing moral and just things. In other words, individuals do not internalize what is moral and good within their character simply by understanding what it is they ought to do. Where individuals are in a position to influence or shape the tone of collective culture, the internalization of values raises a different set of complications. Consider the following example:

A mining engineer is promoted to a Mine Manager position in a green field project located on indigenous lands. The company has made serious commitments to community engagement and requires that all senior management become personally involved in engagement processes. The manager is comfortable with this and accepts that community engagement from the very outset of a project is necessary for developing effective company-community relationships. He is committed to doing so at his mine. He has been told by colleagues that elders in this area consider the presence of senior company representatives during company-community engagement to be a demonstration of respect. The Mine Manager ensures that he is present at the first consultation, but only observes as he is a little unsure about what is required of him. His approach is to get comfortable with the process and become more involved as he gains knowledge and confidence about the local culture. However, he sees that the community relations team is capable at facilitating these processes, and decides that observation is a more than adequate role for him to play. “Being present but hanging back” therefore becomes habit.

What is to be learned from the above vignette is that a guiding framework alone is not enough to build good practice. This same caveat applies to individuals who adopt for themselves a charter of practice based on a series of normative “shoulds” and “should nots”. In order for character to “form” in accordance with a moral framework it follows that there must be action—some attempt at application—for that principle to become part of an individual’s character. The example of our Mining Manager shows a clear point of slippage around espoused and enacted values, and this is most evident in his decision to learn more about the “local culture” before partic-
In order to escape this internal cannibalism of values, the Aristotelean approach explicitly requires “action” to ground and internally habituate espoused principles.

An important point to bear in mind when contemplating character formation is that “habits” are not equivalent to “behavior”. Habits are established through behavior, but they are not determinative of that behavior. Just because an individual has a habit does not mean that their behavior always reflects that habit. Aristotle differentiates between “potentiality” and “actuality” explain a habit as a disposition to act, not the action itself. An individual can act “out of character” for example, and deviate from habit, which continues to exist independent from the action. Recall for a moment the example of our Senior Project Officer. A one-off instance of “greasing the skids” for a good cause does not necessarily suggest a shift in her habits. It is the repetition of action over time that is of importance here. At the same time, we note that “action” can serve to break the entrenched nature of habit. For instance, our Mine Manager is not locked in to his habit of observation. He can take a more active role in community engagements—whether out of choice, pressure or incentive—thus deviating from his habit even though the habit itself will continue to exist. Similarly, the Senior Project Officer in the first example may on occasion refuse to pay bribes due to guilt or a sudden resurgence of moral compulsion. If these individuals sustain these new behaviors as stable patterns and they become habitual, they will contribute to the formation of a strong—rather than weak—moral character.

There is one final aspect to individual character formation to consider before discussing corporate character formation through in the Aristotelean tradition. We have explained how character formation is both cumulative and habituated through action. We have also illustrated through the vignettes that habits do not necessarily guarantee “good” character formation. Good character is aligned with ethical responsibilities and broader moral obligations. Therefore, Aristotle’s pathway towards good character formation requires that individuals reflect and deliberate about the moral aspects of their actions, which aligns with Werhane’s conception of a “moral imagination” in organizational settings. If our Project Officer and Mine Manager developed their capacity for reflection and moral imagination and their action-reflection processes become habitualized, then they are less likely to engage in behavior that is misaligned with their moral obligations or at least more likely to adjust their behavior if it tends towards the unethical or immoral.

3. Corporate Character Formation

Historically Aristotle’s virtue ethics has been applied to the individual, and not to the organizational or institutional context. Institutions, like companies, are essentially viewed as different entities from the people who work for them [22]. We accept this argument, but rather than dwell on differentiating characteristics between individual and corporate character, we are instead interested in the relationship between these different entities including how individual habits contribute to the formation of organizational routines (defined directly below) and how, through processes of institutionalization, organizational routines inform and influence corporate character. This sequence, we argue, is critical for arriving at the substance of normative commitments within organizational settings [23].

The concept of “routine” helps to bridge the divide between individual-to-organization character formation. The conceptual jump from individual to company is particularly apparent in the global minerals industry where companies are multi-national, globe-spanning entities that are rooted in numerous physical, social and cultural contexts. Routines are structures of interlocking individual habits forming organizational dispositions that energize particular behavior within an organized group [24]. While routines are influenced by the habits of individuals, they are more than mere aggregations of habits in that they emanate from “structural causal relations and interactions between individuals in an organization” [25]. Hodgson conceptualizes routines as repositories and carriers of knowledge and skill within an organizational setting in the form of “bundled habits”. Akin to individual habit, routines can align with a company’s moral obligations, and support the development of good corporate character, or act against it. Take for example the following hypothetical scenario:

A mine located in a water-stressed community draws water for processing from a local waterway. The mine also discharges waste water back into the same body of water, further downstream. The quality of the waste wa-
ter that the mine discharges is higher than what is drawn. However, recent community consultations with downstream communities have resulted in villagers raising concerns around water quality. The Environmental Manager is in the habit of accepting all community concerns as genuine and worthy of attention. But up until now, responses to the community on the issue of water have been *ad-hoc*. On this issue, the Manager decides to form a working group comprising members of the community and the mine’s management team. An agreement is reached between the parties to hire an independent water expert to check the water quality. Together the group eventually establishes a local protocol about engaging the community about concerns that they might have in relation to water, which is enacted by environment department personnel (who were also involved in its development). A “habit of engagement” forms and, over time, becomes routine, reinforcing the psychological contract between the company and the community. Eventually this routine is formalized in an engagement procedure.

This example shows how actions can become habits, and how habits—in this case the habit of engagement—can become organizational routines that shape, and are shaped by, corporate character. The example also suggests one possible pathway through which organizational routines can be formalized into organizational “procedure”.

There are significant implications of inadvertently conflating the concepts of organizational “routine” and organizational “procedure” in the context of understanding how corporate character is formed and sustained [26]. It is for this reason that we seek to make a clear distinction between the two. Akin to habits at the level of the individual, (group) routines also come about through action. In mining, it is so often the case that procedures fail to represent or link to what is actually done and instead articulate an ideal notion about what “should” be done at the operational level. This in effect results in a disconnection between action and procedure, and by extension, procedure and character formation. Just as corporate offices cannot develop policies and expect automatic “take up”, nor can operations contrive procedures that, while they may reflect a principled approach, are unrelated to what is actually done [27]. Through this approach, good corporate character is unlikely to form. Of course, there is an overlap between routine and procedure. If routines become institutionalized and are then formalized or documented they become “internalized procedures”, which is ideal for good character formation, as we see from the example above.

Researchers face a number of challenges in using the concept of routine in an empirical sense that we do not explore here [24]. We simply utilize the concept as a reference point for understanding how individual habits “scale up” in an organizational setting in order to gain insight into how corporate character is formed. From there, we can surmise how corporate character might be strengthened in order to align with corporately-mandated principles or broader moral norms. The concept of “organizational routine” also allows us some distance from fundamental questions about the dissonance between what individuals hold to be “good conduct” and how individuals actually conduct themselves. These questions are a matter of long-standing interest among scholars, with explanations around the lack of immediate coherence between espoused values and direct action (or inaction) varying considerably [28]-[31]. While scholars have attempted to interpret how and why de-linking occurs, there is a continued absence of explanation over which behavioral mechanisms might be employed, practically or philosophically, to integrate principles and performed action. This problem of defining an “interface” or clear mechanism for instilling good values, to the extent that they are reflected in individual behavior, is as old as the question of character formation itself. We do not engage with these questions. We instead focus on how character formation at the individual level folds into organizational routine and organizational character.

Our rationale for focusing on organizational routine over individual habit in relation to corporate character formation is easily explained. In an organizational setting, group actions will, more often than not, have greater influence on corporate character formation than individual behavior. This is not to say that individual behavior does not matter, as it can have considerable bearing on corporate action, particularly if that individual wields power. Take for example the Mine Manager. Even if this manager abstains from genuine engagement and even if the local community considers his individual character to be “non-consultative”, if he enables his staff to engage with the local community, then it is likely that the operation’s character will reflect these actions rather than his own personal character. It is true that the actions of the manager may detract from corporate character [32] [33], but the actions of what Myers refers to as “in-the-trenches employees” are clearly pivotal.

1Of course, there is an overlap between routine and procedure. If routines become institutionalized and are then formalized or documented they become “internalized procedures”, which is ideal for good character formation, as we see from the example above.
Given the relationship between individual habit, organizational routine and corporate character, what is said and what is done cannot, in the Aristotelian view, be easily separated. If applied to the corporate context, this presents distinct challenges around interpreting the communication of espoused values and CSR commitments against what is actually practiced on the ground. This challenge goes beyond avoiding simple “hypocrisy”. The substantive demand raised by the Aristotelian view is about whether broader normative expectations can be reconciled in complex business environments, and if so, whether this reconciliation of values will eventuate in organizational change over time. Temporal challenges of organizational change are a key consideration here. While we consider the process of character formation a solid foundation upon which to build an ethical organisation, it is possible that some will see the Aristotelian process of character formation as too incremental.

4. Corporate Character in the Mining Industry

In mining, the pressure to foster a strong corporate character emerges from the set of complex and interrelated imperatives discussed earlier. These include globally recognized standards for CSR; continually shifting measures on achieving economic and environmental sustainability; changing consumer awareness about the origins and means of extracting resources, and the ethics and pragmatics of equitable development of natural resources. It is against this backdrop that we see the industry working to convince us that it is of strong character. Companies seek to establish their moral and ethical credentials through corporate social investment, the development and implementation of risk-based environmental and community relations management systems, adherence to third-party certification schemes and the publication of annual sustainability reports, which are increasingly subject to independent verification, audit or assurance. Evidence suggests however that many mining companies often struggle to uphold their commitments. In fact moving from “policy” to “practice” remains one of the industry’s greatest challenges.

The reasons for this gap between policy and practice are several-fold. Some mining companies fail to allocate adequate resources towards the fulfillment of their moral and ethical obligations. Others make resources available, but lack leadership at the highest levels of the organization or skills at the employee level. The goals and objectives of some companies are not well aligned, or contradictory, such as a commitment to adequate time for community consultation and production targets that push projects through before communities have had a chance to voice their concerns and prepare for the significant economic, social and environmental changes that come with mining. Alternatively, there may be instances where the company is internally divided over the best course of action to take, with the mine plan steering the process in one direction, and the community engagement plan, steering it in the other. At other times, external expectations simply extend beyond the inherent capacity of the industry. For example, some mining companies have made serious commitments to participatory development processes, but the extent to which it is able to undertake “bottom up” development remains unclear.

Once there is a move from agreement with the principle to action there is potential for good character formation. A second movement is needed however, to learn and improve in order to internalize external expectations. However, in mining, there is little space for reflective processes in operational realities where the focus is “getting on with the job”. One way of encouraging a move away from overly instrumental, calculative and rational practice is to challenge mining’s current audit culture, which, through its pervasiveness in industry self-regulatory approaches, constrains organisational introspection and the development of a “moral imagination”.

5. Breaking the Cycle: Corporate Character Formation in an Audit Culture

Audits are used in corporate practice to provide an independent account of what has been “done” by the organization, and what could potentially be “done better”. The primary methodology employed by auditors is to assess performance based on an agreed set of standards. While there is a definite push towards aligning audit processes with the wider CSR discourse, the current audit culture in mining can force organizational representatives to “decouple” what is required by compliance from that which actually occurs. Some scholars have already

---

*The authors are aware of the various debates surrounding incrementalism, and while the arguments in this article have implications for examining the nature of change, our focus is directed at character formation and the mechanisms that might be used to achieve it, not with the pace of change per se. For a discussion of evolutionary and revolutionary change associated with innovations, see Tushman, M.L. & O’Reilly, C.A. (2006) In: Mayle, D., ed., Managing Innovation and Change. Sage, London, 170-184.*
pointed to a “de-coupling” between the external image of rationality, rigor and responsiveness of some CSR certification processes and the actual internalization of the standard [45]. In this sense, daily activities or “habits” and “routines” are not called into question or reflected upon, thus limiting the potential for good character formation. A lack of focus on what actually happens rather than what should happen is due to the prioritization of formal procedure over routine during the audit process. Certainly, some routines are obvious, but they are not typically interrogated or reflected upon in the auditing process itself. There are some practical reasons for this, such as lack of time during a standard audit. It would require close to an organizational/industrial ethnography to understand and document myriad underlying CSR routines. The other reason is that companies are reluctant to provide this level of access so that true routines are uncovered, recognized, and openly discussed.

Boiral and Gendron suggest a range of strategies to strengthen the utility of audit and assessment in the corporate realm, such as redefining in the commercial forces that now drive the audit “profession”, clarifying auditor ethics and stipulating more stringent requirements for “independence” [46]. We agree with the underlying premise of Boiral and Gendron that clarifying auditor ethics is critical. However, we challenge the argument that sustainable development and good corporate character will flourish under the current audit culture. Instead we suggest a revision of auditing for CSR in mining in order to create a space where there is room for practitioner dialogue and deliberation about action and implementation, rather than by strengthening skills and capacities of actors outside of the organization which would see the ascendance of the “independent auditor”, or in Myers case the “external ethicist” [2]. The following vignette describes a typical “social audit” process in mining:

As part of its annual reporting requirements, a company engages the services of an external auditor. The task of the auditor is to appraise the performance of a community relations department using a well known international benchmarking standard. A Terms of reference (ToR) is prepared by the company outlining the scope of work, the deliverables and timeframe available. To complete the data collection process for the audit report, the auditor spends four days on-site reviewing management systems, internal document registers and interviewing community relations practitioners and other managers. The project is operating in a complex environment with a long history of poor social performance. During the data collection process the auditor adheres closely to the ToR, agreed with the corporate office. Interviews with practitioners are focused on establishing whether the current social management systems are in compliance with the benchmarking standard and establishing an evidentiary trail to support the audit findings. After completing the data collection the auditor deports site and two weeks later submits their compliance audit to corporate and site-level management. The audit report documents gaps and outlines “opportunities for improvement” that community relations personnel are required to address within the defined time-frame in order to reach compliance.

We note in the above example an over-reliance on external parties to generate performance quantum against pre-defined standards or expectations. This data is then utilized to produce a measure of effectiveness through which to demonstrate compliance and direct organizational behavior in order to rectify poor performance. In following this process the auditor extracts information from site level personnel and translates it into a format for corporate consumption. The audit report provides corporate with a point in time assessment of site activity against minimum performance requirements. As a process for considering good character the audit draws together resources and sensitizes the organization, at different levels, on the broad question of social performance. The focus on demonstrating competence and control over social performance constrains the potential for a deeper engagement with the organization. What this process reinforces is the habit of avoiding practice challenges and difficult questions. The evidence trail established the audit process is for corporate assurance of adherence to standards and not for the purpose of engaging site levels practitioners directly on routines and patterns of behavior which determine organizational performance.

In contradistinction to the example above we offer a second vignette. The process described in the vignette extends the scope of professional reflection in ways that challenge the methodological conventions of auditing. In this example we suppose that an unconventional methodology is agreed to by the company as an alternative pathway for engaging the performance issue.

A social assessor is invited by a mining company’s corporate office to assess community relations at a site with entrenched company-community conflict. The assessor has designed an internal engagement protocol of open-ended exploratory questions to build an understanding of the practice context. In this instance the assessor has a “contractual” relationship with the corporate office but a “primary” relationship with the project team/site. During a four-day site visit, the assessor works with site level personnel to establish the organizational context and surface insights about the internal dynamics that influence the conflict strategy. Only when there is a rea-
sonable level of mutual understanding, the assessor initiates discussion about changes that might be made to overcome challenges and the implications for the company’s conflict management approach. Possibilities for improved social performance against external criteria emerge through a group dialogue process facilitated by the assessor. The first “output” from the assessment is a verbal debrief with site which captures discussions and agreed actions. This forms the basis of a written report. When the report is delivered, a copy goes to both corporate and site for feedback and further discussion. Subsequent assessments use this document as the foundation for continued dialogue between all parties.

The organizational context marks a key point of departure when comparing the conventional audit to the process outlined directly above. In a conventional audit process, performance criteria are the focal point for investigation and reporting. Corporate offices utilize the audit to assert corrective actions that the site is responsible for implementing. The process itself is formulaic in that it follows a set script resulting in pre-determined outputs, with little room for deviation. In contrast, the process outlined in the latter vignette aims to encourage site personnel to engage reflectively on their current context and “imagine” their way into a reality that is more aligned with ethical principles and moral norms. While not practice itself, these imaginings see participants self-identify their own professional habits and routines and from there consider and “think through” alternative practice options, including those that might deviate from the standard organizational “script”.

The process relies on the assessor being able to find ways and means to encourage self reflection and group dialogue on sensitive and complex practice dilemmas and from there activate the group’s “moral imagination”. Key to this is the establishment of trust such that participants reveal their practice dilemmas. Once a foundation of trust is established, facilitators are able to ask probing but appreciative questions to illuminate the depth and dimension of different dilemmas. The group then works together to identify alternative practice possibilities, drawing on diverse expertise from within the group. Ideally, participants would enact these possibilities through dialogue or some other physical embodiment, such as role plays, which have been found to be effective in teaching ethics to scientists and engineers [46]. If the reflective process is repeated as part of a regular assessment cycle or initiated outside of the corporate-driven process, habits and shared routines for surfacing dilemmas and “imagining” change start to form, providing a basis for good character formation and an ethical organization.

The two vignettes outlined above provide a contrast between the conventional auditing approach and an alternative within the audit frame [27], where the focus is on active engagement as opposed to passive acceptance. The second example focuses on the practitioner as a change agent within the corporate setting, and challenges participants to formulate their practice against a variety of lived experience. In asserting the importance of good character development, and the functional benefits associated with harnessing the “moral imagination” of corporate actors, clear alternatives for evaluating and enabling an ethical organization are delineated.

6. Conclusions

If the aim is to ensure that mining companies develop a strong moral orientation and the ability to maintain a reliably good character in a complex world, then they must each create a culture that prioritizes moral norms and supports the right sort of organizational introspection and “reflective intelligence” [47]. Adopting the Aristotelian maxim of forming character through habituated “good deeds” also requires a commitment to act, and beyond this, action itself. The idea of “moral imagination” is an innovative way of moving outside of conventional thinking and discourse that relies on “policy to practice”, which is where policy is established at the corporate level to then be enacted by mining operations. The approach we advocate is instead one of “practiced policy”, where professional habits and organizational routines are supportive of—rather than driven by—corporate policy.

What is obvious from the spread of academic and policy literature is the heightened emphasis on companies’ becoming ethical corporate actors; however as Myers has pointed out there is a need to move beyond the script [2]. The Aristotelian notion of character formation provides a useful entry point, and framework of analysis, for engaging the dissonance between “script” and “conduct”. Our challenge to the top-down audit-driven approach that dominates CSR policy in mining is to suggest a more practitioner-orientated perspective, where the moral strength of in-the-trenches employees is harnessed and where weakness is discovered by employees themselves. Mechanisms that block the ability for individuals and organizational groups to reflect and deliberate on their actions must be contested. It is for this reason that we have sought to use Aristotle’s approach to character formation to demonstrate practice-based dilemmas associated with “knowing what is right”, and “enacting what is
As Myers has suggested, a critical phase in moving beyond the “script” is to engage organizations in a reflective process whereby corporate actors review and substantively evaluate their performance. The most prevalent approach to capturing and measuring organizational CSR performance in the mining industry is through an audit process. We argue that while audits are useful in determining whether outputs align with agreed goals, as a methodology that they render participants passive in the process. In order to shift into a more active domain, we have suggested a basis for engaging the “moral imagination” of professionals. An alternative approach, we argue, offers insights into how the ethical standards contained in the various CSR statements might be more pragmatically aligned with organizational behavior. If these shifts occur, the potential exists for mining companies to move beyond standard organizational scripts associated with “image” and “risk” to make space for action-reflection processes that are crucial for “internalizing” ethics and enabling the formation of an ethical organization.
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